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Intro
Thank you for your interest in 3rd Eye Vision.
These are our credentials, they should give you an
insight into what we do, what we’re like and how
we work. To find out more, give us a call.
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Things you’ll notice:
When you start working with us, you’ll see
that we’re a bit different to other agencies.

Your project will be right first time
When you speak, we listen very carefully.
Requests are logged so they can’t be missed.
We value your time by making sure everything
is good to go.

Your ideas are heard
Okay, so we might be the experts with oodles
of technical smarts, but we respect your
knowledge of your business and your industry.
So we want to hear what you think.

Your requirements are met
We’re a bunch of reactionaries. That’s right.
We react to the changing situation on the
ground. And by ground we don’t mean ground
at all. If your needs change, we respond. We’re
flexible like that.
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About us
Often considered as the London agency
by the sea, we are an established digital
agency providing strategy, design and
development services for our clients.
Established in 1998 (yes that
makes us 18 years old!) we
have an agile team of 12.
We’ve been working on
cpmplex projects throughout
Europe. Digital projects that
require us to get right into the
detail - innovating, integrating,
migrating, designing and
delivering for demanding
requirements and high
expectations.
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We have been interdisciplinary
since before it became cool,
we thrive from our shared
passion for innovative ideas.
We have a real understanding
of what it takes to deliver a
reliable, proactive and
comprehensive service.
Design and technology are
what drive us. To us they’re
inextricable.

We’re well known for our CMS, Ecommerce and CRM
achievements, having built and delivered many complex
and significant sites for our clients across Europe. Our
long-standing commitment to the TYPO3 project has
seen us work with in house teams, delivering training
and support internationally.

What we do
Full-service means everything to us. We believe in
getting to know our clients and their requirements.

Requirements define strategy
and one size never does fit
all. Bringing our experience to
the mix, we believe that you
should know where you want
to get to, and it’s up to us to
get you there.

This ensures that we’re pretty
spot on first time around, but
with a careful eye cast to the
future as well.

Our work spans many sectors
from education to travel and
EU projects to airlines, take a
look at our case studies to
see what we mean.
Our cross-discipline team
lends itself to agile, fast
iterations of highquality
development into the future.
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Planning

UX & Design

Planning, spec writing and risk planning are
essential to the success of any project.

Firstly we make things work well. If things work
well, then making them look good is
straightforward. It is a lot harder the other way
around.

Researching what users actually want over
what you think they want, or what they have
wanted in the past is key. We start from the
beginning, show you examples of what works
and what doesn’t.
A few simple and straightforward processes
and an open mind will improve on expectations.

Basing our User Experience phase on research
rather than assumptions is what makes the
things we build work well. Everything from
interviewing users to a simple Google
questionnaire can be put in place to gain an
insight into what people really think.
Our expertise in delivering a beautifully
designed digital experience for more complex
websites is widely considered as exemplary.
Having a design ethos sounds fairly pretentious
- however we have one. Say more through fewer
words. We have remained loyal to this since
1998.

Process
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Development
All of our development is carried out in house in
our Brighton offices. We have over 15 years
experience in building CMS-driven, high profile,
high complexity sites.
These projects remain secure, stable and
performant long after they are built, thanks to
our expertise in content management and
underlying technology stacks.
We can easily get into lengthy explanations
about our development methodology - and
please get in touch if you’d like to hear it. We
develop in sprints, follow a scrum methodology
and our processes are agile.
Suffice to say that our experience in
understanding complex requirements coupled
with our get it done attitude ensures that we
are responsive as a team.
At the end of the day being good is something
that processes can’t make up for, and we are
good.

CMS
Support
Our commitment to projects goes way beyond
the scope of the brief. We are in it for the long
run. Once on board we design a support
agreement for you that will make you to feel
that we are a natural extension to your own
team - in the next room. The proactive nature of
our support is a key reason why many of our
clients stay with us for a long time. This is how
we have become “critical to the success” of our
clients.
All support is run through a single work tracker
with clear priorities and a single point of
contact for you in our support manager, Simon.
The tracker system gives you visibility of
progress and closure of issues. We report both
weekly and monthly on progress, but are
responsive to phone and email for urgent
requests. All support work is covered by an
SLA.

We understand what’s needed not just from
the CMS point of view, but the expectations of
digital marketing and optimisation. This gives
our clients a significant advantage as we bring
experience, examples and ideas across the
project.
We have the visibility as to what’s going on
out there. We know what it takes to engage
and stay ahead.

Hosting
We provide industry s tandard hosting for our
clients across many sectors. We select our
hosting provider for their cost effectiveness,
responsiveness, security and stability.

TYPO3

Ultimately, for us hosting is about the perceived
stability of your site by your users, so we deploy
multiple monitoring tools of uptime, site speed
and server load.

TYPO3 is an Open Source Enterprise level CMS.
Our expertise in TYPO3 goes beyond simply
using it. We have contributed, been involved
with its development and know the core team
allowing us to know the future of the platform.
We also consult and collaborate with other
major TYPO3 agencies where our expertise
helps them. We’re the experts the experts turn
to!
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Who we are
In our workshop, we have a wood burner,
excellent coffee, a powerful sound
system and a big table. We get out
too, and when we do, we go far,
to work on projects within
Europe and further afield.
Our growing team comprises a mix of
the young, gifted and geeky. We like
our pictures big and our music loud.
The benefits of working in a
multi-disciplinary environment
have long been advocated, we
are the proof. Creatives,
developers and project owners
all work together to deliver. We
are non-departmental and thrive
from this. At the end of the day we
offer our staff a free personal trainer,
we make sure that we’re healthy and
this benefits our work.
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Tim Carr
MANAGING DIRECTOR, FOUNDER

Dan Frost
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

Tim has worked in the web
industry since 1995 for
clients including the FT and
The Economist before
founding 3rd Eye Vision in
summer 1998. Passionate
about delivering a best-fit
solution and obsessive about
usability, his direction
ensures that 3ev deliver
simple solutions for complex
requirements.

Dan has been working in CMS
and web app development for
15 years since graduating in
Electronic Publishing. Having
been involved in core TYPO3
development, he works
closely with clients to make
the most of available
technology for their users and
their business. Based in
Cambridge, he manages
technical aspects of the
company, ensuring the
technical integrity in 3ev’s
projects. Dan spends any
spare time researching new
technologies, emerging
businesses and writes about
them for the internet press.

Ben Grout
TECHNICAL LEAD

Danny Knight
PROJECT MANAGER

Simon Grout
SUPPORT MANAGER

Ben Constable
LEAD DEVELOPER

Ryan Griffiths
FRONT END DEVELOPER

Muthu Kumarasen
DEVELOPER

Ben is our technical lead. Ben
understands that for
something to work in
technical term, it has to work
in human terms too. Whereas
developers see beauty in the
code, Ben is obsessive about
ensuring the end result; how
it works. Essential to any
project we take on, Ben’s eye
for detail finds solutions to
the trickiest of projects before
our developers get to view
them. Ben has a love of music
including opera, and enjoys
summer trips to
Glyndebourne.

Danny began work at 3ev in
2006. Beginning work as a
developer, it soon became
apparent that Danny had
exemplary people skills and
that these were somewhat
wasted in spending most of
the day in front of code. Since
2009 Danny has been 3ev’s
producer - ensuring that
things get done. The job
description for the role
advertised: Our Clients must
love you… we are confident
that they do! When not being
loved by clients Danny can be
found out somewhere on one
of his many road bikes, and
seen on many a leaderboard
on Strava.

To you, Simon is the guy next
door, being in charge of
support means that this is
part of his job. Having been
working with us for nearly 10
years, Simon knows almost
everything there is to know
about projects past and
present - and if he doesnt, he
knows a man who does. With
a penchant for venison pies
and Côte du Rhone, Simon
knows what’s good for him.

Five years commercial
experience, Ben has been our
most senior developer for the
past two years. He has
worked across all of our major
projects and has lead
Salesforce integration
projects for clients throughout
Europe. A marathon runner,
and tough mudder Ben likes
nothing more than to be given
a challenge, whether it be in
the gym or at his desk.

Ryan has three years
commercial experience and
is responsible for taking the
designs and making the into
a website. He has worked
with us for the past two years
as a front end developer.
Ryan is an avid music fan,
having previously worked in a
record shop and toured the
world as part of achingly cool
indie band. Ryan has
attended more gigs than he’s
had hot dinners - partly
because he mostly eats
olives and vine leaves in the
form of a mezze.

Muthu has been working for
us for the past two years and
has worked previously on
migrating many sites over to
TYPO3. Muthu has worked
across most of our projects
over his time with us and is
particularly well suited to
working with Salesforce.
Muthu hails from Chennai in
southern India, he is always
very keen to celebrate any
festival that is going on over
there and so are we because
it usually involves eating
delicious sweets.
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Delivering with
big bells on
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For the past 8 years we’ve been working on digital
strategy for The Chemical Brothers
A new site with each new album. That makes four sites in eight years. Each
built to showcase the duo’s albums, live shows and community. Each site has
been made to improve upon the last, integrating with social media,
encouraging fans to actively participate in Chemical goings on.
The site has won several awards, including the
BT Digital Award. What’s more it has featured
in Google’s marketing for innovative use of its
maps. The site continues to push boundaries
and remains a place where Chemical Brothers
fans can find out up to the minute news.
Integrating heavily with social media the site is
a place where photos of gigs are pulled in from
Instagram alongside Tweets from fans. This
way of doing things ensured that the site is
kept up to date with minimal effort from
management.

We needed a fresh feel and
we needed to bring a whole
new level of information,
audio, access, involvement
and excitement to our site!
3ev have risen to the
challenge to bring something
new to the party and
delivered with big bells on…
nice one, sorted!
TOM ROWLANDS, THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS

All of the gig listings are all pulled in from
Facebook, this means we can pull in photos of
those fans attending and also ensures that the
content is centralised. The whole site is tied up
in a continuous scrolling interface that allows
for splash areas to be easily swapped in or out
to align with the latest marketing campaign.

View work
thechemicalbrothers.com
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Serving up an extensive
order on schedule
The 3ev team has come up with excellent web
design ideas and helped us launch new brand
websites within very short time frames. Plus
they provide high technology expertise and
are remarkably pleasant to work with.
TILMAN BECKER, PROJECT LEAD LUFTHANSA
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In the past five years we have produced eight sites
for Lufthansa Service Group
Lufthansa Service Group (LSG Sky Chefs) are a part of Lufthansa, based just
outside of Frankfurt airport. They also happen to be the world’s largest
airline logistics company in the world, serving over 1.5 million meals every
day - just imagine the washing up!

The commitment is for us to deliver their digital
output for the next two years, comprising
around seven websites. The business is
expanding into different territories and
services so it’s all quite involved.
The sites vary dramatically in style - from hand
illustrated rail travel experience website where
we had to commission and storyboard the
illustrations to the more corporate
LSGSkychefs.com. The Spiriant site was
designed by us for their new brand of on-board
logistics.

The projects made use of a wide range of our
expertise, from working with the client on those
initial ideas, establishing user personas,
design and TYPO3 development. We worked
closely with the group brand consultants
Interbrand to ensure that the end results were
on brand before being sent live. Following their
success we were invited to consider some
further projects that were being conceived. We
have since worked on much of the LSG Digital
output.
We rebuilt and redesigned the main LSG
Skychefs website in 2015. This project was
delivered within budget and well in advance of
the deadline. This serves as a good example of
how we are adept at working remotely from our
clients whilst maintaining a close relationship.
From rail to retail and from the long to the
airplane, these sites encompass all areas of
the business and proved central to the
organisation’s expansion.

View work
www.rail-travel-experience.com
www.lsgskychefs.com
www.spiriant.com

Original illustration and animation created in house

Following a competitive tendering process we
won the LSG account in mid 2012, having
competed against some of Germany’s finest.
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The life and times of
Don Pasquale
A carefully choreographed guide to the Opera
‘Don Pasquale’ commissioned by Glyndebourne
opera. Working with their education department
this immersive learning experience was
delivered within five weeks.
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A learning tool for Glyndebourne opera using the
best resources available…
Glyndebourne Opera asked us to create an interactive guide for their opera
Don Pasquale. Working with the education department we had access to the
video, images and copy to need to create this, we also only had five weeks in
which to do it.

We initially worked with Glyndebourne in 2010
when we created a microsite for them. In
September 2015 we were approached to
create this site for the education department.
An exciting new concept for Glyndebourne was
for them to produce a learning tool for one
opera per year - and our job was to create the
first one, and then make it reusable within their
Silverstripe CMS.
Working with Glyndebourne has many benefits,
let’s face it, for a meeting venue it beats any
business park. Having access to the resources
of the education department and getting
behind the scenes access was also pretty
special.
The User Experience was designed to take a
gentle approach by firstly introducing the
concept of opera. This is achieved through
brief chunks of text alongside a pictoral history,
intersperced with audio and video
demonstrations.

View work:
www.glyndebourne.com/donpasqualeguide

Once the ground work has been laid down, the
site moves into a more detailed look at
Donizetti, (the composer of Don Pasquale) and
presents him in the context of 19th Century
Italy. Presented as a timeline that emerges as
the user moves down the page. This further
encourages the user into digging deeper and
finding out more. There are plenty of videos
and other assets for the user to improve their
understanding.
Once the site has built up a certain degree of
understanding within the user, then we go in
and explain the opera of Don Pasquale itself
- detailing act by act - again with the support of
video and audio excerpts.
This way of carefully choreographing the user
experience has resulted in a valuable learning
resource accessible for anyone. The great thing
about it is that it can also be reapplied to other
operas as and when required, since it’s all
been built within the Glyndebourne CMS.
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Europe endless
Interreg Europe is the policy learning
programme for public authorities within
Europe. it is an environment to nurture
investment, innovation and implementation,
financed by the European Development Fund.
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Encouraging collaboration throughout Europe
Following a lengthy EU tender process we began working on the brand new
INTERREG Europe website in 2015. A three year contract involves us
creating a website and networking tools to encourage collaboration amongst
public sector authorities within Europe.

Our work with Interreg Europe serves as an
excellent example of our ability to work
remotely from a client, whilst still keeping them
up to the minute with detail on a complex
development project.
We initially began to work with the team at
Interreg in 2013, to assist with some
development work on their old programme
which expired in 2015. This new programme to
encourage collaboration to help promote best
practices across four main themes affecting
Europe.
The role of the Interreg programme is to
organise and set up the collaboration for
public sector organisations who would benefit
in each other’s participation in projects. They
can then apply for funding to enable meetings
and knowledge transfer.

View work
interregeurope.eu

There are many parts to the site, event
management, complex application forms,
document libraries and the ability for all
programmes to update their own microsite all
under the same roof. Designing a cohesive
user experience across the site has depended
on our absolute understanding of the
programme’s aims and achievements. Several
hundred wireframes later the results are
remarkably easy to use.
Hosted on our custom Rackspace cloud set
up, and built using TYPO3 along with our
implementation of the Open Source Elastic
Search. The site neatly demonstrates much of
what we do best.
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The back office
to front page news
The content management system for the
management of global oil spills.
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Ensuring the easy retrieval of vital information
within a single system across 3 languages.
Since 2001 we have been working with and developing tools for The
International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds (IOPC Funds). A part of the
International Maritime Organisation, as the name implies they are
responsible managing insurance claims following oil spills.

We’re helping the International Oil Pollution
Compensation (IOPC) Funds update their
entire digital strategy. A key objective for this
client is to provide easy access to their wealth
of documentation. Our first challenge was to
install and implement a Google Search
Appliance (GSA) – a rack-mounted box that
provides a faceted search facility for their
website. Pushing things to the limit as usual,
we also developed a custom timeline search
tool to help people browse the content.

The site runs three languages, with content
migrated from historical websites, internal
document management systems and all
manner of other sources. IOPC’s long term
roadmap didn’t end at the first migration, and
we’ve been designing the best route from user
experience to database along the way. We
started with design workshops to give IOPC a
feel for the whole process, from design
through migration to development and
deployment.

Due to the extreme diversity of the searches
carried out on the site, it was decided that the
Google Search Appliance wasn’t quite up to
the job. As such we designed and developed a
more robust search using the Open Source
Sphinx search solution. Using every tool at our
disposal, we’ve brought these disparate
sources into a single, coherent site used by
IOPC, lawyers and officials from around the
world. We have an elegant mix of TYPO3 and
Sphinx.

The customisation of Google
maps within the site was a
major part of the project and
is worth viewing as a
demonstration of our
capabilities in this area.
Additionally we built a
document server containing
thousands of meeting
records dating back to 1978.
These records are all
searchable and the results
can then be filtered further
within an intuitive interface.

View work:
www.iopcfund.org
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Where event management
meets employee engagement
Networking apps for Philips events that help
people connect. Holding an event is one thing,
getting people connecting is another.
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Connecting a global workforce
For the past two years we have been working on a set of apps for the
electronics giant Philips. From initial proof of concept we have built these up
into a suite of three apps that help them get the most out of employee events.

Like many international organisations, Philips
face a challenge when running and managing
their employee events. Sometimes the same
event can be hosted at the same time, at
different corners of the world. To enable them
to guage how an app might facilitate matters,
initially we were asked to build a working proof
of concept that they were able to use at an
event in 2014.
This initial proof of concept was deemed a
success and managed to secure further
investment for what is now the the Philips
event app. What this does is allow multiple and
different events to be run at any number of
times and locations through the one app. A
benefit of this is that employees with the app
don’t ever have to download a new one, and
the publishing system is able to push content
to them for whatever events they atttend.

We have included all of the standard screens
that one would expect from an event App –
Agenda, Speakers venue details etc as well as
some rather more sophisticated features.
These included voting and feedback – the
more delegates participate, the more points
they are awarded, these being displayed on a
leaderboard.
The publishing platform is built using the
Laravel PHP framework -this is used by staff at
Philips to create publish and manage events to
delegates. All of the different app versions are
served by a single, unified API which makes
development fast and easy, and ensures that
all apps have access to the latest data
changes.

The app provides delegates with enhanced
social tools, including realtime voting across
multiple events. This enables speakers to pose
a question to the delegates and the results to
be displayed within the event locations. A
benefit if this is that should delegates not be
able to even attend the event in person, they
can still participate in key votes, read keynotes
read speeches and network with delegates
who are in attendance, albeit via a mobile.
With each iteration we provide further
functionality and refinement. UX and Design is
managed by us too so the whole thing is kept
tidy as it is meant to be.

Integrating with Socialcast, means that we can
keep the security of the system locked down
as well as keeping it convenient. Dealing with
registration as well as employee to employee
communications, it leverages the existing
capabilities of their social network. The app
has been built to run natively on iOS and
Android with a Web app to serve other
platforms.
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Why do ordinary?
“We have been working with 3ev for five years now and they
manage all our web development for both design and
functionality across all four of our websites. It’s not an
exaggeration to say that they have been absolutely critical to
our success.”
OLIVER BELL: FOUNDER OILIVER’S TRAVELS.
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Award-winning website, custom booking system, all
integrated with Salesforce CRM
Our work with Oliver’s Travels has seen them grow from being a two man
business into a fully-fledged digital travel company with a team of twenty five
and offering thousands of properties worldwide.

Our involvement with Oliver’s Travels
encompasses all of their digital output, this
includes consultancy, design and technical roles.
Oliverstravels.com offers engaging ways in
which to browse, compare and shortlist the
properties. It is fully responsive and optimised
for viewing across all devices.
Our work on the site comprises of three main
components, each pretty involved and each
requiring a detailed understanding of the users,
and their requirements. These beingw the main
site, the members’ site and the booking system.
The build of the website required deep
understanding of the industry terminology,
standards and the many third party tools we
initially integrated with. The result is a
seamless experience where the users can
browse, compare and shortlist holiday
destinations. It’s an immersive experience and
before you know it, you’ve wasted a good 15
minutes of your day looking at nice places to
go on holiday -but that’s the point right?
Oliver’s VIP club incentivises users to earn
points and receive additional discounts on
future booking, reviews and referrals. This is
all integrated with user accounts.

The booking system models all of the data
being presented to users as well as the
process of taking on a new rental property,
pricing structures and allows for multiple
currencies. Additionally the system allows for
suppliers to be paid in currencies of their
choice and caters for international tax rules.
Analytics cover every aspect of the user
journey, these are provided by Salesforce CRM
which we have embedded into the system.
Email communication with property owners
and customers is integrated and automated.
Inbound email communication from third
parties is integrated directly into the CRM and
booking process.
Uptime and performance are monitored
obsessively by multiple third party tools. We
review performance of the app constantly,
ensuring that we scale proactively.

View work
oliverstravels.com
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Spotlight: Education
Clients within Education:
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Cambridge University, Judge Business School
Royal Holloway University
European University Institute
Malvern College
Glyndebourne Opera - Education
Faber Publishing - Sing Up
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We have been working within the education sector
on many exciting projects. Within the past 5 years
our work has seen us take on redesigns of university
sites to running a music service used by 80% of UK
primary schools.
We understand that one size never does fit all,
and all too frequently budgets, timeframes and
requirements don’t quite align. We have found
that the best way of achieving the long term
mission is never to lose sight of it and yet be
agile enough to adapt to change.
Helping our clients develop their digital
strategy to achieve quick and noticeable wins
are always favourable whilst staying on track
with the overall bigger picture. Our work with
Sing Up is a good example of how to achieve
long term goals. Originally we took on their site
as a static site supported by monthly
magazines and accompanying CDs.
Consulting quickly became an essential part of
our work for Sing Up, helping them define a
roadmap and realise business requirements
with our knowledge of the competitive
landscape. This has involved extensive user
research and begin available to input into
board meetings.
The resulting site is a full online learning
resource that provides streaming of songs and
learning resources for classrooms up and
down the country. We helped on the transition
from being a public funded project to a paid for
subscription service. We have added

integration with payment gateways; third party
validation databases; with Salesforce for
managing all CRM content, accounts data,
membership details, promotions and more.
Detailed user analytics have been added
allowing Sing Up to analyse specifics of user
behaviour.
Whilst each project sets its own challenges,
our key advice is to share as much of the
business insight with us as possible, that way
we are best placed to advise on the digital
strategy.
Our work with Guildhall School of Music and
Drama (GSMD) began in 2011. In 2014 the
school went through a complete rebrand led
by Pentagram. We were responsible for
reflecting this rebrand with a complete digital
repositioning. The resulting website allowed
for a seamless migration for the content that
they wanted to keep for the new site and
minimise the amount of work required to move
to the completely new site. The Guildhall site
showcases the diversity of activities available
at the school within a responsive and engaging
interface.

We have been working with
3ev for seven years during
which time they have carried
out extensive development to
enable us to move from a free
to paid-for service. As a
digital company it is vital to
us that our developers have
a deep understanding of our
business, which 3ev certainly
have. They’ve supported the
growth of our business not
just through web
development but also with
consultancy services and the
integration of Salesforce.
MICHELLE JAMES, CHIEF EXECUTIVE SING UP
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Spotlight: Content Management

- Build a deep understanding of your data,
your business and your users
- Design the system around your users and
your team
- Design beautiful interfaces and
representations of your data
- Prepare for scale, both in infrastructure and
user experience
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You need a system which fits around your data, your team and
your visitors.
This unlocks huge potential, allowing new ways of searching,
presenting and using the data.
A system that fits

Search to suit

Typo3

Content management at scale requires a different set of tools,
for everything else there’s Squarespace, Wordpress and the
likes.

Powerful search, built around your data and your users. We
know what it takes to design the search weighting, indexes
alongside the elegant search interfaces so the results is fast,
relevant and intuitive.

We have worked with many different Enterprise Content
Management Systems. Our expertise in TYPO3 goes beyond
simply using it. We have contributed, been involved with its
development and know the core team allowing us to know the
future of the platform. We also consult and collaborate with
other major TYPO3 agencies where our expertise helps them.
We're the experts the experts turn to!

Most systems require you to fit around the structures and
concepts, that can mean compromise. Our CMS solutions work
with your content and your business to deliver exactly what is
needed. We know how to make everything look great. Be it
multitudes of documents, lists of places or events, we have built
up the UX and design into a compelling and impressive result
which our clients and their users love.

Integration
Integration with social networking platforms is common to our
our projects. This integration can be achieved using the
common widgets or using the social network APIs for deeper
integration. Similarly, we embed external media in most of our
projects either using off-the-shelf embedding from the likes of
YouTube or deeper integration with DAM and other asset
hosting.

Make things easier, not harder
Managing content at scale requires different skills and tools.
The tools must fit around the content team’s daily workflow,
helping them manage content at scale but with less effort.

Don’t compromise structure
Putting your data into a system with the wrong structure limits
what you can do. You work around it and never really get to the
amazing result you were hoping for. We don’t compromise,
because we know this matters.

Do it differently
Large scale content lends itself to new ways of displaying data,
new ways of interacting with it.
Build maps, charts, representations and journeys through your
content so users get more out of it.

Import and export
Data is only useful if it’s in use. This means keeping it moving in
and out of your system. We know what it takes to prepare, share
and integrate data at scale.

TYPO3 is more than a CMS. Inside TYPO3, the Fluid framework
provides us with a development platform for highly complex
enterprise applications which need the support of an enterprise
CMS. The Fluid framework and associated technologies provide
us with industry standard software development concepts and
tools. This is important as most major projects combine
traditional enterprise CMS with modern web application
development. To skimp on either side makes the project and
the final product suffer.
In this vein, we design the user permissions and workflows
around what is most intuitive for the CMS users be they
contributors, editors or admins. Fine-grained user permissions,
which we combine with a configuration of the CMS which makes
the most out of the system for your users.

TYPO3
GOLD
MEMBER
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What next?
Well, by now you’ve probably read a little
about what we’re like. We’ll produce a pitch
following a meeting - that way we’ll have all
of our questions answered, before we
answer yours.
If you’d like to find out more then get in touch.
Call us
The number’s +44 (0) 1273 227337

Email us
Send us an email - info@3ev.com

Come and see us
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If you fancy a day out in sunny Brighton then
we’re a short journey from the station. Face to
face is always best. Let us know if you plan to
visit:
The Workshop,
11 Queens Place,
Hove BN3 2LT
East Sussex. UK.
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Currently working with
some great clients
Philips
LSG Sky Chefs
Telenor
Interreg Europe
Oliver’s Travels
IOPC Funds
Sing Up
Glyndebourne Opera
The Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Royal Holloway University
Cambridge University
The Chemical Brothers
Midia Research
Lassco

Get in touch:
info@3ev.com
+44(0)1273 227 337
The Workshop,
11 Queens Place,
Hove. BN3 2LT. UK

